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inspired by his ranger days in rocky mountain national park over forty years ago and by his
recent pilgrimage to hareny peak in the black hills of south dakota richard fleck has created these
descriptive essays the mountains are a constant source of spiritual renewal enabling him to become
more aware and whole fostering empathy through museums features fifteen case studies with
clear take away ideas and lessons learned by vividly illustrating a spectrum of approaches in the
way museums are currently employing empathy a critical skill that is relevant to personal
institutional economical and societal progress the need is rapidly growing for empathy to serve as
a lens through which we find our purpose and connection in a complex world this demand brings
with it an appetite to cultivate it through safe and trusted platforms museums are uniquely
equipped to undertake this important mission this book will help museum staff and leadership at
all levels working at a variety of museums from animal sanctuaries to art museums from historic
house museums to children s and science museums to better understand the multitude of ways
how empathy can be cultivated and employed in museum setting fostering empathy through
museums will provide inspiration examples and lessons learned from a balanced spectrum of
museums currently employing empathy in museum setting as an educational tool to better
connect their content with the audience as an integral element of a museum s institutional values
and behavior and as a phenomenon that is worthy of exploration on its own and as an intentional
outcome this publication provides museum professionals as well as formal and informal learning
educators to receive an overview of the variety of approaches to empathy in museums and to
create a shared language and methodologies that could enable them to utilize and nurture
empathy as a shared vision that would serve not only their organizational mission but also the
greater good empathy can be a tool or an intentional outcome depending on the institution s
objectives regardless of the choice the ideas presented in this book are intended to inform and
inspire institutions to unlock exciting possibilities in the areas of improved visitor experience
creative community partnerships and contribution to social progress by bringing empathy to
public discourse through institutional strategies exhibitions experiences and programs the book also
provides ideas for future strategies where empathy is considered as a shared vision by museums
and a product of a museum experience that might lead to positive social impact preface i explicitly
do not affirm the truth of any statement made or implied herein concerning any actual people
including myself or any actual relationships including my own or any concrete situations depicted
everything i have written is either about or based upon my perceptions memories imagining
suppositions assessments of poetic and dramatic appropriateness and the like all such qua sources of
factual truth being notoriously fallible the only truth that i do affirm herein is that of the
universals that can be abstracted from the particulars of my subjective experience the
universalscall them poetic truthswhereby my audience can better understand and perfect
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themselves as i hopefully have been able to do for myself in the living and subsequent describing
of all that follows if anything i have written happens to occasion any people pain i express in
anticipation my deepest compassion such people must know however that i would not have
written as i have if i did not suppose that i would thereby have caused in potentiality far greater
good than harm bear valley springs august 2011 empowerment and integration through the
goddess is perhaps the most profound and informative book written on the subject of the divine
feminine and how women and men can integrate the goddess energies into self and the world
since early in earth s history abuse denial and ignorance of the divine feminine has led to the
enormous patriarchal attitudes that pervade mass consciousness and even spiritual literature this
book provides one of the most in depth studies of this issue ever written from the divine mother
archangels and inner plane ascended masters perspective this is for all who are looking for spiritual
growth collectively we are shifting out of polarity consciousness and choosing empowered
balanced lives this must read book braids polarity into oneness reveals the disparity of heart mind
internal external compassion will experience knowledge love power and assists us across the
bridge of transition into the return of full consciousness you will discover how the imbalance
began what goddess energy really is how to balance feminine and masculine why experiencing
the heart is vital manifestation through the goddess feeling into physical ascension meditations
attunements to activate the divine feminine what a balanced master is and how to balance love
wisdom and power this book addressing an emerging field of study ethics and gamesand answers
how we can better design and use games to foster ethical thinking and discourse in classrooms
provided by publisher a child esteems and looks up to the father this authority figure holds muc
importance in the development of a youth children on the other hand are considered and pitied
by their fathers this dichotomy is similar in dealings of a child of god with the heavenly father we
love and esteem him and he loves and pitys us he is always trying to help us to take the best roads
for our life he always looks to find ways to help and bless through daddy s eyes looks at a father
and the father through the prism of youth and mortality respectively it herald these unique and
personal relationships showing their precious weight in gold and beyond it is the author s hope
that every man will see how important he is in the life of some child how he is looked to for
guidance assurance advice and hope when a child can see himself through daddy s eyes and
emerge with a smile of self assurance that man has accomplished much in his lifetime roy
rockwood was a house pseudonym used by the stratemeyer syndicate for boy s adventure books
the name is mostly well remembered for the bomba the jungle boy 1926 1937 and great marvel
series 1906 1935 the stratemeyer syndicate was the producer of a number of series for children
and adults including the nancy drew mysteries the hardy boys and others the stratemeyer
syndicate was the creation of edward stratemeyer whose ambition was to be a writer la horatio
alger he succeeded in this ambition eventually even writing eleven books under the pseudonym
horatio alger turning out inspirational up by the bootstraps tales in stratemeyer s view it was not
the promise of sex or violence that made such reading attractive to boys it was the thrill of feeling
grown up and the desire for a series of stories an i want some more syndrome works written
under that name include five thousand miles underground or the mystery of the centre of the
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earth 1908 jack north s treasure hunt or daring adventures in south america 1907 and lost on the
moon or in quest of the field of diamonds 1911 praise for improving healthcare through advocacy a
guide for the health and helping professions bruce jansson s thoughtful and innovative book will
appeal to students in social work nursing and public health as well as those working in the health
field of practice the case examples are extraordinary and jansson provides the ideas context and
theoretical base for readers to acquire the skills of advocacy in healthcare this is by far the best
advocacy book i have seen gary rosenberg phd director division of social work and behavioral
science mount sinai school of medicine improving healthcare through advocacy is a terrific
description of opportunities for advocacy intervention and provides the skill sets necessary for
effective advocacy a needed book laura weil lcsw director health advocacy program sarah
lawrence college improving healthcare through advocacy is an invaluable resource for
practitioners working in the healthcare field as well as for students it very thoroughly covers
healthcare advocacy issues contains real world case examples and provides a clear step by step
framework for practicing advocacy kimberly campbell acsw lcsw lecturer department of social
work ball state university an important resource for all who strive for the best in healthcare
treatment for their patients themselves and the nation bestselling author and award winning
researcher bruce s jansson uses an intervention framework to illustrate how everyone in the
healthcare system can advocate effectively not just for better healthcare delivery to individual
clients but for the necessary policy change that will deliver long term solutions to our nation s
healthcare crisis as well improving healthcare through advocacy provides professionals with tools
to move from traditional services to case advocacy and policy advocacy tasks over 100 case studies
from the perspective of patients healthcare providers and others who relate the experiences they
have encountered in the healthcare system and share the wisdom they have learned practical tips
on how to provide effective advocacy and bring about positive and long term change in this
complex environment for two decades the nevada desert experience has organized nonviolent
action at the nevada test site as part of the global movement to end nuclear testing pilgrimage
through a burning world illuminates how the franciscan based group has crafted a contemporary
desert spirituality that integrates religious ritual and political action to grapple with the challenges
of an institutionalized and internalized nuclear world ken butigan shows how the annual
pilgrimage to the test site has contributed to the personal transformation of people on both sides of
the fence at the test site and to the worldwide emergence of the comprehensive test ban treaty
traverse through asia in this fascinating book covering china india japan and more learn about the
religions philosophies and leaders of asia from the dawn of time to imperialism in a daughter of isis
nawal el saadawi painted a beautifully textured portrait of the childhood that moulded her into a
novelist and fearless campaigner for freedom and the rights of women walking through fire takes
up the story of her extraordinary life famous for her novels short stories and writings on women
saadawi is known as the first arab woman to have written about sex and its relation to economics
and politics imprisoned under sadat for her opinions she has continued to fight against all forms of
discrimination based on class gender nationality race or religion this autobiography shows the
passion for justice that has shaped her life and her writing we read about her as a rural doctor
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trying to help a young girl escape from a terrible fate imposed on her by a brutal male tyranny
we follow her attempts to set up women s organizations and to publish magazines later banned by
the authorities or endangered by fundamentalist threats we travel with her into exile after the
publication of her name on a death list we witness her first marriage to a freedom fighter hounded
into drug addiction by a system that has no mercy we share her struggle against her false self and
a second husband who offers her financial security and comfort provided she stops writing we live
the beautiful moments of her third marriage with a man released after fourteen years of
imprisonment and hard labour their love companionship and shared struggle nawal el saadawi has
carved a place for herself in the universal struggle against oppression words should not seek to
please to hide the wounds in our bodies or the shameful moments in our lives she says they may
hurt give us pain but they can also provoke us to question what we have accepted for thousands of
years dynamic power through prayer a solution focused prayer manual should i use a tallit prayer
beads statues or oil etc when im praying what causes god to reject certain prayers if married what
does my relationship with my wife have to do with prayer should i have a good relationship with
others for god to answer my prayer not all prayer is effective dynamic power through prayer taps
into more than just the act of praying it attempts to answer some of the most controversial issues
that deal with prayer filled with scriptural prayers for diverse situations it may be used for
personal devotions instruction meditation and family prayer most of the topical prayers contain a
power verse a power definition with the etymology of the word in hebrew or greek as well as
detailed explanations with supporting biblical verses therefore some leaders or lay persons will
find it useful in directing services in preparing sermons and even giving on the spot sermons it
contains such topics as prayer for time management prayer for a wife prayer for sexual potency
prayer in time of opposition prayer to be released from prison prayer for someone who committed
a murder the solution to any situation may be found in prayer pray away this volume presents
the contributions of the fifth international conference on advancements of medicine and health
care through technology meditech 2016 held in in cluj napoka romania the papers of this
proceedings volume present new developments in health care technology medical devices
measurement and instrumentation medical imaging image and signal processing modeling and
simulation molecular bioengineering biomechanics the bible contains the greatest story ever told it
reveals the god of history who is writing his story through history s events it tells us about life
and it itself is life it tells us about jesus god s son who secured salvation for a lost world two
thousand years ago maybe you ve tried to read the bible all the way through before and didn t
finish maybe you need a tool to guide you in your journey that s what we hope this book will be
for you the bible is sixty six books yet it is one book with one story it was written over 1 500
years ago but with one theme jesus the bible has forty human authors but one divine author and
one central story it invites us into that story to embrace the life god designed for us scripture s
grand story can help people with little bible knowledge achieve a basic framework for grasping
the bible s main story those with a basic understanding of scripture will benefit by seeing how
each story plays a part in the one central story jesus a survey of five centuries of writings on the
world s great shamans the tricksters sorcerers conjurers and healers who have fascinated observers
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for centuries this collection of essays traces western civilization s struggle to interpret and
understand the ancient knowledge of cultures that revere magic men and women individuals
with the power to summon spirits as written by priests explorers adventurers natural historians
and anthropologists the pieces express the wonder of strangers in new worlds who were these
extraordinary magic makers who imitated the sounds of animals in the night or drank tobacco
juice through funnels or wore collars filled with stinging ants shamans through time is a rare
chronicle of changing attitudes toward that which is strange and unfamiliar with essays by such
acclaimed thinkers as claude lévi strauss black elk carlos castaneda and frank boas it provides an
awesome glimpse into the incredible shamanic practices of cultures around the world this
fascinating selection of photographs traces some of the many ways in which richmond and the
villages swaledale have changed and developed over the last century ����������� �����
��� �������� the secret seven ���������� �7�� 1500�������������������
����� �������� million word reading project mwrp �������������������� esl
efl ������������������� ���1500������� ������ ����������� 2� ��
�15����������������� 3500�������������������� ���������������
���������������� �������������������� ��������� ����� 85 8 ���
� 17972 ���� 1145 ��� 6 37 ����� 3 5 5��������� 52 2��������� 171 ���� this
book is rewritten from book 7 of enid blyton s the secret seven collection the secret seven are
peter and his sister janet jack barbara pam colin and george they form the secret seven society
ready to solve any mystery any time they have a secret password a badge and a secret meeting
place in a garden shed when their usual meeting place is being painted the secret seven have to
find somewhere else to meet so they choose a cave in the quarry but it s soon clear to the seven
that someone else is using the cave when food cushions and books go missing whoever is going
there at night it is up to the secret seven to find out enid blyton 1897 1968 is one of the world s
best loved children s authors her books have been translated into over 90 languages and are still
enjoyed by children and adults all over the world highlighting an important yet often ignored
part of toronto s transportation story wheeling through toronto chronicles the history of the
bicycle and reveals a way forward for a world in climate crisis throughout its history in toronto
the bicycle s place on the roads and in public esteem has fluctuated wildly flaunted as fashionable
disparaged and derided rescued from looming obscurity and promoted as a way to respond to the
challenges of the day what is it about the simple bicycle that it can be so loved by some yet
despised and detested by others wheeling through toronto offers a 130 year ride from the 1890s to
the present to help answer this question albert koehl a toronto lawyer and leading cycling
advocate chronicles the tumultuous history of this mode of transportation from the bicycle craze at
the turn of the century to the rise of the car and the motorway in the 1950s to the intensifying
cry for active transportation in the 1990s and into pandemic times in an era of catastrophic climate
events wheeling through toronto highlights how the bicycle should be celebrated not only as
hope for the future but also for its affordability for its contribution to clean and healthy mobility
and because it brings happiness and joy to so many drawing on archival materials newspapers and
personal interviews and full of fascinating vignettes this book presents the story of how we got
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here and what torontonians need to know as we pedal forward stories and rhymes put maths into
context and demonstrate concepts in ways meaningful to children they make maths more
relevant fun and accessible to children sparking their imagination while developing their
mathematical thinking developing early maths through story is the new guide to help
practitioners feel more confident about teaching early mathematics ideal for use with 3 5 years old
the book will encourage young learners to exercise mathematical concepts both outdoors and
indoors and show practitioners how to help their children and develop their skills creatively the
book contains 14 chapters on numbers 0 to 13 each including a brief outline of a traditional story
eyfs learning objectives resources needed suggestions for younger children and babies scope for
outdoor activities and for using natural materials further activities games and extension questions
suggestions for using ict assessment opportunities ideal for parents and carers who want to explore
or extend the learning of maths at home with their children in a very accessible and enjoyable
way today rarely is a significant land acquisition accomplished without at least one private and one
public sector participant this book provides a detailed inside look at those public private
partnerships meeting the challenges of existential threats through educational innovation is the
first book of its kind to provide an educational and systematic analysis of problems and solutions
regarding the most pressing threats that humankind is facing the book makes a case for the
importance of education responding to significant threats including climate change pandemics
decline in global biodiversity overpopulation egoism ideologies nuclear biological and chemical
warfare inequality artificial intelligence and ignorance and the distortion of truth written by
leading experts in their field based on cutting edge research the chapters explore these issues and
offer suggestions for how education can address these problems in the future this groundbreaking
and highly topical book will be an essential reading for academics researchers and post graduate
students in the fields of education research environmental studies educational politics and
organizational management this book offers the latest research within the field of hais surveying
the broad topics and collecting case studies future directions and cutting edge analyses
investigating biologically inspired algorithms such as ant colony optimization and particle swarm
optimization there is no better message of wisdom than a lesson that has been tried and tested this
is a practical guide to enable all those involved in educational activities to learn through the
practices of reflection the book highlights the power that those responsible for teaching and
learning have to appraise understand and positively transform their teaching can you imagine
going to bed every night knowing you might wake up blind deaf paralyzed or worse not at all
ellis michaels doesn t have to imagine it he s been living it for decades and so have thousands of
others diagnosed with behcet s disease like crohn s lupus fibromialgia chronic fatigue syndrome
ms and dozens of other illnesses behcet s is an autoimmune disease though each is unique they all
cause the body to attack itself and ellis s body has been kicking the crap out of him for decades
here are just a few of the horrible symptoms he s experienced massive blood clots dvts in both legs
a clot in his inferior vena cava vein going to the heart deep open ulcers in his mouth quarter sized
open sores on his on the last place a guy would want them severe eye inflammation leading to
blindness that literally happened overnight golf ball sized cysts on his face neck and ears and that
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was all before ellis had even turned 18 living with behcet s disease sometimes called behcet s
syndrome can be an everyday struggle filled with pain and suffering and while ellis s journey has
been a bumpy one to say the least filled with depression anxiety drug addiction and at times utter
despair he s managed to live an awesome life in spite of his diagnosis by learning to see the silver
linings of his illness by focusing on the positives instead of the negatives ellis transformed his
mind his body and his entire life this is the story of how ellis michaels managed to find happiness
through the pain and embarrassment of living with behcet s disease warning this memoir contains
language and subject matter that might not be suitable for sensitive readers there are discussions
about drug use mental illness sex suicide and certain below the belt body parts if you find these
topics or occasional profanity distasteful this book won t be your cup of tea but behcet s is a
distasteful disease and can t be discussed in an open and honest manner without including these
things land and environmental management through forestry written and edited by a group of
experts in the field this groundbreaking reference work sets the standard for engineers students
and professionals working in forestry agriculture ecology and environmental science offering the
scientific community a way toward combating climate change and land degradation this
outstanding new volume covers the diverse issues of land degradation around the world and its
restoration through forestry agroforestry and other practices the editors have integrated many
different concepts and applications into a single place from which scientists research scholars
academicians and policymakers can benefit new insights in this area are critical as our very
existence depends on forest sustainability and land restoration management the work consists of
chapters addressing the issues of land degradation deforestation intensive agricultural practices
sustainable intensification soil and forest related services land and environmental management and
overall sustainability of the ecosystem the contributors address current issues and their
management through a holistic and integrated approach presenting the context of land degradation
and its problem identifying the potential areas of research in the field of land restoration
identifying the land based services and their potential role for ecosystem sustainability creating
awareness so that future policies can be framed for the betterment of human civilization and
addressing sustainable intensification for land and environmental management and service a
standard reference work for the disciplines of forestry agriculture ecology and environmental
science it will also be a way forward for combating climate change useful to academics researchers
ecologists environmentalists students capacity builders and policymakers it is a must have for any
library dr robert ghost wolf is not a singular formulated thought god is the truth in all thought
there are those who would challange your right to live in the freedom of being they would try to
pull you back into the murk and mire only to justify their own struggles with owning their self
truth and worth daring to have your very own thought makes you different it makes you in
many ways the outcast the misfit are you one of god s radical few through the eye of the shaman
is a handbook for emerging masters following the path less often traveled this exploration of model
storytelling projects shows librarians how to expand their roles as keepers of the stories while
strengthening their communities community life is built on its stories our history and culture
those of society and of individuals are passed from generation to generation through stories
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engaging community through storytelling library and community programming examines a wide
variety of model storytelling projects across the country reflecting how storytelling can encourage
community attachment identity and expression in libraries community centers and schools the
contributed essays written by experts in their fields many of whom served as developer
fundraiser director and implementer of their project provide detailed information about the inner
workings of a wide variety of model storytelling projects from across the country the authors
delineate the need scope and audience for each project and offer riveting anecdotes that evaluate
the success of that project many of the articles are accompanied by one or more photographs
documenting the work or practical how to do it guides to encourage and enable replication
thoughtful commentary on and review of the key concepts in each chapter are provided by the
book s editors a decorated british officer s wrenching and inspiring firsthand account of the worst
battle of the burma campaign lt col michael lowry mc mbe was awarded the military cross for his
role in the desperate defensive action at kohima considered the worst of the campaign in burma
after joining up in 1939 with the queen s royal regiment lowry was posted to the north west
frontier of india where he cut his teeth chasing gangs of pathan bandits for two years as the
japanese advanced into burma lowry found himself fighting in the arakan region where his
battalion was cut off by the japanese for three weeks having survived that next came the action at
kohima where in the course of one week lowry s battalion lost 173 members lowry was seriously
wounded in the conflict but fortunately lived to tell the tale this is a fascinating and inspiring book
one of the most action packed memoirs of the war in burma ever published this liber amicorum is
published at the occasion of judge lucius caflisch s retirement from a distinguished teaching career
at the graduate institute of international studies of geneva where he served as professor of
international law for more than three decades and where he has also held the position of director it
was written by his colleagues and friends from the european court of human rights from
universities all around the world from the swiss foreign affairs ministry and many other national
and international institutions the liber amicorum lucius caflisch covers different fields in which
judge caflisch has excelled in his various capacities as scholar representative of switzerland in
international conferences legal adviser of the swiss foreign affairs ministry counsel registrar
arbitrator and judge this collective work is divided into three main sections the first section
examines questions concerning human rights and international humanitarian law the second
section is devoted to the international law of spaces including matters regarding the law of the sea
international waterways antarctica and boundary and territorial issues the third section addresses
issues related to the peaceful settlement of disputes both generally and with regard to any
particular means of settlement the contributions are in both english and french whether readers
are planning a trip to bali or just fantasizing about one journey through bali lombok makes for an
unforgettable bali travel guide containing more than 300 color photographs this breathtaking
volume brings you from the trendy beach of seminyak to the monkey forest at sangeh and the hot
springs along lake batur to the sunken wrecks off tulamben through stunning photographs readers
climb lombok s smoldering mt rinjani volcano and explore the nearby rustic gili islands and nusa
lembongan greenway was a longtime resident of bali and still considers it his spiritual home
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journey through bali lombok capture the region s stunning natural landscapes and the lives and
experiences of the balinese people including their renowned religious festivals gamelan music and
painting and craft traditions for example an image of the cliff top temple of pura luhur ulu watu
during a sunset dance performance complete with hypnotic chanting and fire walking reveals
intriguing aspects of ancient balinese culture this fascinating selection of photographs traces some
of the many ways in which york s industries have changed and developed over the last century
dr kaplan identifies common asd symptoms such as hand flapping poor eye contact and tantrums as
typical responses to the confusion caused by vision disorder he also explains the effects of
difficulties that people with autism experience with ambient vision including a lack of spatial
awareness and trouble with coordination this book deconstructs isis s narrative in order to
demonstrate how isis appropriates the past interprets the present and visualises the future for arab
muslims this project depends on the rhetorical analysis by taking all speeches written and
delivered by abu muhammad al adnani isis s media spokesman from 2011 until 2016 as a case study
isis s rhetoric shows that the group has been frozen in time and space it relies on opposite dualities
in managing the affairs of life and puts the laws of god against the laws of man as a belief to
establish the caliphate to do that it borrows heavily but selectively from the islāmic laws based on
the teachings of the qur ān and sunnah and imposes the past on the present to reach the utopia it
promises to establish the analysis aims to highlight the congruences if any between the view of
some people and the vision of isis in terms of the audience s interpretations of such extremist
ideology regarding the other sharīʿa caliphate and jihad the analysis acknowledges the intricate
and complex network that connects extremist ideas and ideologies with existing mainstream ideas
such as the anti shi ite sentiment the analysis demonstrates the need for developing a participatory
communicative space for dialogue among people and between people and other actors be it state
international organisations or civil society forbidden knowledge has kept us subservient to flawed
human perceptions for centuries but the original creators are returning now to set the record
straight once and for all ever wonder what good isn t or how a single all knowing omnipotent
being could possibly exist in a universe as large as ours or maybe even how something as small as
you could ever come to mean anything to it even after you die well come join mr buronkers on
the journey of a lifetime for some answers after he chooses to take a ride with a group of rather
different visitors to his ranch it ain t going to be a bible thumper trip mind you but it still just
might change everything you presently perceive of as real life no matter how edgy cated you
think you are jim buronkers glassblower emmeline dowell has made a home for herself among
the artists of tucson s warehouse district between teaching her craft and selling her wares she has
plenty to do not to mention the occasional murder to put a crack in her routine with a weakness
for taking in strays from homeless dogs to extra students emmeline can t help befriending the
troubled newcomer allison mcbride but their friendship takes a dangerous turn when allison s
husband turns up dead in em s studio now emmeline is involved in a murder investigation that
reaches beyond the sunny southwest and when the killer acts again it s up to her to pick up the
shards of allison s life before it s too late
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Breaking Through the Clouds 2004 inspired by his ranger days in rocky mountain national park
over forty years ago and by his recent pilgrimage to hareny peak in the black hills of south dakota
richard fleck has created these descriptive essays the mountains are a constant source of spiritual
renewal enabling him to become more aware and whole
Fostering Empathy Through Museums 2016-07-19 fostering empathy through museums features
fifteen case studies with clear take away ideas and lessons learned by vividly illustrating a
spectrum of approaches in the way museums are currently employing empathy a critical skill that
is relevant to personal institutional economical and societal progress the need is rapidly growing
for empathy to serve as a lens through which we find our purpose and connection in a complex
world this demand brings with it an appetite to cultivate it through safe and trusted platforms
museums are uniquely equipped to undertake this important mission this book will help museum
staff and leadership at all levels working at a variety of museums from animal sanctuaries to art
museums from historic house museums to children s and science museums to better understand
the multitude of ways how empathy can be cultivated and employed in museum setting fostering
empathy through museums will provide inspiration examples and lessons learned from a balanced
spectrum of museums currently employing empathy in museum setting as an educational tool to
better connect their content with the audience as an integral element of a museum s institutional
values and behavior and as a phenomenon that is worthy of exploration on its own and as an
intentional outcome this publication provides museum professionals as well as formal and informal
learning educators to receive an overview of the variety of approaches to empathy in museums
and to create a shared language and methodologies that could enable them to utilize and nurture
empathy as a shared vision that would serve not only their organizational mission but also the
greater good empathy can be a tool or an intentional outcome depending on the institution s
objectives regardless of the choice the ideas presented in this book are intended to inform and
inspire institutions to unlock exciting possibilities in the areas of improved visitor experience
creative community partnerships and contribution to social progress by bringing empathy to
public discourse through institutional strategies exhibitions experiences and programs the book also
provides ideas for future strategies where empathy is considered as a shared vision by museums
and a product of a museum experience that might lead to positive social impact
A Journey Through Existence: the Way of Worldly Love 2012-04-18 preface i explicitly do not
affirm the truth of any statement made or implied herein concerning any actual people including
myself or any actual relationships including my own or any concrete situations depicted
everything i have written is either about or based upon my perceptions memories imagining
suppositions assessments of poetic and dramatic appropriateness and the like all such qua sources of
factual truth being notoriously fallible the only truth that i do affirm herein is that of the
universals that can be abstracted from the particulars of my subjective experience the
universalscall them poetic truthswhereby my audience can better understand and perfect
themselves as i hopefully have been able to do for myself in the living and subsequent describing
of all that follows if anything i have written happens to occasion any people pain i express in
anticipation my deepest compassion such people must know however that i would not have
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written as i have if i did not suppose that i would thereby have caused in potentiality far greater
good than harm bear valley springs august 2011
Empowerment and Integration Through the Goddess 2001-04 empowerment and integration
through the goddess is perhaps the most profound and informative book written on the subject of
the divine feminine and how women and men can integrate the goddess energies into self and
the world since early in earth s history abuse denial and ignorance of the divine feminine has led
to the enormous patriarchal attitudes that pervade mass consciousness and even spiritual literature
this book provides one of the most in depth studies of this issue ever written from the divine
mother archangels and inner plane ascended masters perspective this is for all who are looking for
spiritual growth collectively we are shifting out of polarity consciousness and choosing
empowered balanced lives this must read book braids polarity into oneness reveals the disparity of
heart mind internal external compassion will experience knowledge love power and assists us
across the bridge of transition into the return of full consciousness you will discover how the
imbalance began what goddess energy really is how to balance feminine and masculine why
experiencing the heart is vital manifestation through the goddess feeling into physical ascension
meditations attunements to activate the divine feminine what a balanced master is and how to
balance love wisdom and power
Ethics and Game Design: Teaching Values through Play 2010-02-28 this book addressing an
emerging field of study ethics and gamesand answers how we can better design and use games to
foster ethical thinking and discourse in classrooms provided by publisher
Through Daddy's Eyes 2013-03-20 a child esteems and looks up to the father this authority figure
holds muc importance in the development of a youth children on the other hand are considered
and pitied by their fathers this dichotomy is similar in dealings of a child of god with the heavenly
father we love and esteem him and he loves and pitys us he is always trying to help us to take
the best roads for our life he always looks to find ways to help and bless through daddy s eyes
looks at a father and the father through the prism of youth and mortality respectively it herald
these unique and personal relationships showing their precious weight in gold and beyond it is
the author s hope that every man will see how important he is in the life of some child how he is
looked to for guidance assurance advice and hope when a child can see himself through daddy s
eyes and emerge with a smile of self assurance that man has accomplished much in his lifetime
Through the Air to the North Pole 2014-04-11 roy rockwood was a house pseudonym used by the
stratemeyer syndicate for boy s adventure books the name is mostly well remembered for the
bomba the jungle boy 1926 1937 and great marvel series 1906 1935 the stratemeyer syndicate was
the producer of a number of series for children and adults including the nancy drew mysteries
the hardy boys and others the stratemeyer syndicate was the creation of edward stratemeyer
whose ambition was to be a writer la horatio alger he succeeded in this ambition eventually even
writing eleven books under the pseudonym horatio alger turning out inspirational up by the
bootstraps tales in stratemeyer s view it was not the promise of sex or violence that made such
reading attractive to boys it was the thrill of feeling grown up and the desire for a series of stories
an i want some more syndrome works written under that name include five thousand miles
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underground or the mystery of the centre of the earth 1908 jack north s treasure hunt or daring
adventures in south america 1907 and lost on the moon or in quest of the field of diamonds 1911
Improving Healthcare Through Advocacy 2011-01-25 praise for improving healthcare through
advocacy a guide for the health and helping professions bruce jansson s thoughtful and innovative
book will appeal to students in social work nursing and public health as well as those working in
the health field of practice the case examples are extraordinary and jansson provides the ideas
context and theoretical base for readers to acquire the skills of advocacy in healthcare this is by far
the best advocacy book i have seen gary rosenberg phd director division of social work and
behavioral science mount sinai school of medicine improving healthcare through advocacy is a
terrific description of opportunities for advocacy intervention and provides the skill sets necessary
for effective advocacy a needed book laura weil lcsw director health advocacy program sarah
lawrence college improving healthcare through advocacy is an invaluable resource for
practitioners working in the healthcare field as well as for students it very thoroughly covers
healthcare advocacy issues contains real world case examples and provides a clear step by step
framework for practicing advocacy kimberly campbell acsw lcsw lecturer department of social
work ball state university an important resource for all who strive for the best in healthcare
treatment for their patients themselves and the nation bestselling author and award winning
researcher bruce s jansson uses an intervention framework to illustrate how everyone in the
healthcare system can advocate effectively not just for better healthcare delivery to individual
clients but for the necessary policy change that will deliver long term solutions to our nation s
healthcare crisis as well improving healthcare through advocacy provides professionals with tools
to move from traditional services to case advocacy and policy advocacy tasks over 100 case studies
from the perspective of patients healthcare providers and others who relate the experiences they
have encountered in the healthcare system and share the wisdom they have learned practical tips
on how to provide effective advocacy and bring about positive and long term change in this
complex environment
Pilgrimage through a Burning World 2012-02-01 for two decades the nevada desert experience
has organized nonviolent action at the nevada test site as part of the global movement to end
nuclear testing pilgrimage through a burning world illuminates how the franciscan based group
has crafted a contemporary desert spirituality that integrates religious ritual and political action to
grapple with the challenges of an institutionalized and internalized nuclear world ken butigan
shows how the annual pilgrimage to the test site has contributed to the personal transformation of
people on both sides of the fence at the test site and to the worldwide emergence of the
comprehensive test ban treaty
Asia Through the Ages 2015-07-15 traverse through asia in this fascinating book covering china
india japan and more learn about the religions philosophies and leaders of asia from the dawn of
time to imperialism
Walking through Fire 2013-04-04 in a daughter of isis nawal el saadawi painted a beautifully
textured portrait of the childhood that moulded her into a novelist and fearless campaigner for
freedom and the rights of women walking through fire takes up the story of her extraordinary
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life famous for her novels short stories and writings on women saadawi is known as the first arab
woman to have written about sex and its relation to economics and politics imprisoned under sadat
for her opinions she has continued to fight against all forms of discrimination based on class gender
nationality race or religion this autobiography shows the passion for justice that has shaped her life
and her writing we read about her as a rural doctor trying to help a young girl escape from a
terrible fate imposed on her by a brutal male tyranny we follow her attempts to set up women s
organizations and to publish magazines later banned by the authorities or endangered by
fundamentalist threats we travel with her into exile after the publication of her name on a death
list we witness her first marriage to a freedom fighter hounded into drug addiction by a system
that has no mercy we share her struggle against her false self and a second husband who offers her
financial security and comfort provided she stops writing we live the beautiful moments of her
third marriage with a man released after fourteen years of imprisonment and hard labour their
love companionship and shared struggle nawal el saadawi has carved a place for herself in the
universal struggle against oppression words should not seek to please to hide the wounds in our
bodies or the shameful moments in our lives she says they may hurt give us pain but they can
also provoke us to question what we have accepted for thousands of years
Dynamic Power Through Prayer 2010-09-17 dynamic power through prayer a solution focused
prayer manual should i use a tallit prayer beads statues or oil etc when im praying what causes
god to reject certain prayers if married what does my relationship with my wife have to do with
prayer should i have a good relationship with others for god to answer my prayer not all prayer is
effective dynamic power through prayer taps into more than just the act of praying it attempts to
answer some of the most controversial issues that deal with prayer filled with scriptural prayers
for diverse situations it may be used for personal devotions instruction meditation and family
prayer most of the topical prayers contain a power verse a power definition with the etymology
of the word in hebrew or greek as well as detailed explanations with supporting biblical verses
therefore some leaders or lay persons will find it useful in directing services in preparing sermons
and even giving on the spot sermons it contains such topics as prayer for time management prayer
for a wife prayer for sexual potency prayer in time of opposition prayer to be released from prison
prayer for someone who committed a murder the solution to any situation may be found in
prayer pray away
Case on Appeal 1898 this volume presents the contributions of the fifth international conference on
advancements of medicine and health care through technology meditech 2016 held in in cluj
napoka romania the papers of this proceedings volume present new developments in health care
technology medical devices measurement and instrumentation medical imaging image and signal
processing modeling and simulation molecular bioengineering biomechanics
International Conference on Advancements of Medicine and Health Care through Technology;
12th - 15th October 2016, Cluj-Napoca, Romania 2017-03-15 the bible contains the greatest story
ever told it reveals the god of history who is writing his story through history s events it tells us
about life and it itself is life it tells us about jesus god s son who secured salvation for a lost world
two thousand years ago maybe you ve tried to read the bible all the way through before and didn
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t finish maybe you need a tool to guide you in your journey that s what we hope this book will be
for you the bible is sixty six books yet it is one book with one story it was written over 1 500
years ago but with one theme jesus the bible has forty human authors but one divine author and
one central story it invites us into that story to embrace the life god designed for us scripture s
grand story can help people with little bible knowledge achieve a basic framework for grasping
the bible s main story those with a basic understanding of scripture will benefit by seeing how
each story plays a part in the one central story jesus
Scripture's Grand Story through the Old Testament 2022-01-13 a survey of five centuries of
writings on the world s great shamans the tricksters sorcerers conjurers and healers who have
fascinated observers for centuries this collection of essays traces western civilization s struggle to
interpret and understand the ancient knowledge of cultures that revere magic men and women
individuals with the power to summon spirits as written by priests explorers adventurers natural
historians and anthropologists the pieces express the wonder of strangers in new worlds who
were these extraordinary magic makers who imitated the sounds of animals in the night or drank
tobacco juice through funnels or wore collars filled with stinging ants shamans through time is a
rare chronicle of changing attitudes toward that which is strange and unfamiliar with essays by
such acclaimed thinkers as claude lévi strauss black elk carlos castaneda and frank boas it provides
an awesome glimpse into the incredible shamanic practices of cultures around the world
Shamans Through Time 2004-09-09 this fascinating selection of photographs traces some of the
many ways in which richmond and the villages swaledale have changed and developed over the
last century
Richmond & Swaledale Through Time 2011-02-15 ����������� �������� ��������
the secret seven ���������� �7�� 1500������������������������ ������
�� million word reading project mwrp �������������������� esl efl ���������
���������� ���1500������� ������ ����������� 2� ���15����������
������� 3500�������������������� ��������������� ������������
���� �������������������� ��������� ����� 85 8 ���� 17972 ���� 1145
��� 6 37 ����� 3 5 5��������� 52 2��������� 171 ���� this book is rewritten
from book 7 of enid blyton s the secret seven collection the secret seven are peter and his sister
janet jack barbara pam colin and george they form the secret seven society ready to solve any
mystery any time they have a secret password a badge and a secret meeting place in a garden
shed when their usual meeting place is being painted the secret seven have to find somewhere
else to meet so they choose a cave in the quarry but it s soon clear to the seven that someone else
is using the cave when food cushions and books go missing whoever is going there at night it is
up to the secret seven to find out enid blyton 1897 1968 is one of the world s best loved children s
authors her books have been translated into over 90 languages and are still enjoyed by children
and adults all over the world
Secret Seven Win Through ����� (ESL/EFL�����) 2024-05-01 highlighting an important
yet often ignored part of toronto s transportation story wheeling through toronto chronicles the
history of the bicycle and reveals a way forward for a world in climate crisis throughout its
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history in toronto the bicycle s place on the roads and in public esteem has fluctuated wildly
flaunted as fashionable disparaged and derided rescued from looming obscurity and promoted as a
way to respond to the challenges of the day what is it about the simple bicycle that it can be so
loved by some yet despised and detested by others wheeling through toronto offers a 130 year
ride from the 1890s to the present to help answer this question albert koehl a toronto lawyer and
leading cycling advocate chronicles the tumultuous history of this mode of transportation from the
bicycle craze at the turn of the century to the rise of the car and the motorway in the 1950s to the
intensifying cry for active transportation in the 1990s and into pandemic times in an era of
catastrophic climate events wheeling through toronto highlights how the bicycle should be
celebrated not only as hope for the future but also for its affordability for its contribution to clean
and healthy mobility and because it brings happiness and joy to so many drawing on archival
materials newspapers and personal interviews and full of fascinating vignettes this book presents
the story of how we got here and what torontonians need to know as we pedal forward
Wheeling through Toronto 2019-12-17 stories and rhymes put maths into context and demonstrate
concepts in ways meaningful to children they make maths more relevant fun and accessible to
children sparking their imagination while developing their mathematical thinking developing
early maths through story is the new guide to help practitioners feel more confident about
teaching early mathematics ideal for use with 3 5 years old the book will encourage young
learners to exercise mathematical concepts both outdoors and indoors and show practitioners how
to help their children and develop their skills creatively the book contains 14 chapters on numbers
0 to 13 each including a brief outline of a traditional story eyfs learning objectives resources
needed suggestions for younger children and babies scope for outdoor activities and for using
natural materials further activities games and extension questions suggestions for using ict
assessment opportunities ideal for parents and carers who want to explore or extend the learning
of maths at home with their children in a very accessible and enjoyable way
Developing Early Maths Through Story 1993-05 today rarely is a significant land acquisition
accomplished without at least one private and one public sector participant this book provides a
detailed inside look at those public private partnerships
Land Conservation Through Public/Private Partnerships 2021-11-22 meeting the challenges of
existential threats through educational innovation is the first book of its kind to provide an
educational and systematic analysis of problems and solutions regarding the most pressing threats
that humankind is facing the book makes a case for the importance of education responding to
significant threats including climate change pandemics decline in global biodiversity
overpopulation egoism ideologies nuclear biological and chemical warfare inequality artificial
intelligence and ignorance and the distortion of truth written by leading experts in their field
based on cutting edge research the chapters explore these issues and offer suggestions for how
education can address these problems in the future this groundbreaking and highly topical book
will be an essential reading for academics researchers and post graduate students in the fields of
education research environmental studies educational politics and organizational management
Meeting the Challenges of Existential Threats through Educational Innovation 2012-03-31 this
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book offers the latest research within the field of hais surveying the broad topics and collecting
case studies future directions and cutting edge analyses investigating biologically inspired
algorithms such as ant colony optimization and particle swarm optimization
Logistics Management and Optimization through Hybrid Artificial Intelligence Systems
2012-09-25 there is no better message of wisdom than a lesson that has been tried and tested
Through the Windows of God 2010-12-09 this is a practical guide to enable all those involved in
educational activities to learn through the practices of reflection the book highlights the power
that those responsible for teaching and learning have to appraise understand and positively
transform their teaching
Teaching and Learning Through Reflective Practice 2020-12-01 can you imagine going to bed
every night knowing you might wake up blind deaf paralyzed or worse not at all ellis michaels
doesn t have to imagine it he s been living it for decades and so have thousands of others diagnosed
with behcet s disease like crohn s lupus fibromialgia chronic fatigue syndrome ms and dozens of
other illnesses behcet s is an autoimmune disease though each is unique they all cause the body to
attack itself and ellis s body has been kicking the crap out of him for decades here are just a few of
the horrible symptoms he s experienced massive blood clots dvts in both legs a clot in his inferior
vena cava vein going to the heart deep open ulcers in his mouth quarter sized open sores on his
on the last place a guy would want them severe eye inflammation leading to blindness that
literally happened overnight golf ball sized cysts on his face neck and ears and that was all before
ellis had even turned 18 living with behcet s disease sometimes called behcet s syndrome can be
an everyday struggle filled with pain and suffering and while ellis s journey has been a bumpy
one to say the least filled with depression anxiety drug addiction and at times utter despair he s
managed to live an awesome life in spite of his diagnosis by learning to see the silver linings of his
illness by focusing on the positives instead of the negatives ellis transformed his mind his body and
his entire life this is the story of how ellis michaels managed to find happiness through the pain
and embarrassment of living with behcet s disease warning this memoir contains language and
subject matter that might not be suitable for sensitive readers there are discussions about drug use
mental illness sex suicide and certain below the belt body parts if you find these topics or
occasional profanity distasteful this book won t be your cup of tea but behcet s is a distasteful
disease and can t be discussed in an open and honest manner without including these things
Finding Happiness Through Pain and Embarrassment 2023-07-25 land and environmental
management through forestry written and edited by a group of experts in the field this
groundbreaking reference work sets the standard for engineers students and professionals
working in forestry agriculture ecology and environmental science offering the scientific
community a way toward combating climate change and land degradation this outstanding new
volume covers the diverse issues of land degradation around the world and its restoration through
forestry agroforestry and other practices the editors have integrated many different concepts and
applications into a single place from which scientists research scholars academicians and
policymakers can benefit new insights in this area are critical as our very existence depends on
forest sustainability and land restoration management the work consists of chapters addressing the
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issues of land degradation deforestation intensive agricultural practices sustainable intensification
soil and forest related services land and environmental management and overall sustainability of
the ecosystem the contributors address current issues and their management through a holistic and
integrated approach presenting the context of land degradation and its problem identifying the
potential areas of research in the field of land restoration identifying the land based services and
their potential role for ecosystem sustainability creating awareness so that future policies can be
framed for the betterment of human civilization and addressing sustainable intensification for land
and environmental management and service a standard reference work for the disciplines of
forestry agriculture ecology and environmental science it will also be a way forward for
combating climate change useful to academics researchers ecologists environmentalists students
capacity builders and policymakers it is a must have for any library
Land and Environmental Management Through Forestry 1851 dr robert ghost wolf is not a
singular formulated thought god is the truth in all thought there are those who would challange
your right to live in the freedom of being they would try to pull you back into the murk and
mire only to justify their own struggles with owning their self truth and worth daring to have
your very own thought makes you different it makes you in many ways the outcast the misfit
are you one of god s radical few through the eye of the shaman is a handbook for emerging
masters following the path less often traveled
The Traveller's and Tourist's Guide Through the United States of America, Canada, Etc 2003-11-16
this exploration of model storytelling projects shows librarians how to expand their roles as
keepers of the stories while strengthening their communities community life is built on its stories
our history and culture those of society and of individuals are passed from generation to generation
through stories engaging community through storytelling library and community programming
examines a wide variety of model storytelling projects across the country reflecting how
storytelling can encourage community attachment identity and expression in libraries community
centers and schools the contributed essays written by experts in their fields many of whom served
as developer fundraiser director and implementer of their project provide detailed information
about the inner workings of a wide variety of model storytelling projects from across the country
the authors delineate the need scope and audience for each project and offer riveting anecdotes
that evaluate the success of that project many of the articles are accompanied by one or more
photographs documenting the work or practical how to do it guides to encourage and enable
replication thoughtful commentary on and review of the key concepts in each chapter are
provided by the book s editors
Through the Eye of the Shaman - the Nagual Returns 1818 a decorated british officer s wrenching
and inspiring firsthand account of the worst battle of the burma campaign lt col michael lowry mc
mbe was awarded the military cross for his role in the desperate defensive action at kohima
considered the worst of the campaign in burma after joining up in 1939 with the queen s royal
regiment lowry was posted to the north west frontier of india where he cut his teeth chasing
gangs of pathan bandits for two years as the japanese advanced into burma lowry found himself
fighting in the arakan region where his battalion was cut off by the japanese for three weeks
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having survived that next came the action at kohima where in the course of one week lowry s
battalion lost 173 members lowry was seriously wounded in the conflict but fortunately lived to
tell the tale this is a fascinating and inspiring book one of the most action packed memoirs of the
war in burma ever published
Travels Through Some Parts of Germany, Poland, Moldavia, and Turkey 2017-07-25 this liber
amicorum is published at the occasion of judge lucius caflisch s retirement from a distinguished
teaching career at the graduate institute of international studies of geneva where he served as
professor of international law for more than three decades and where he has also held the position
of director it was written by his colleagues and friends from the european court of human rights
from universities all around the world from the swiss foreign affairs ministry and many other
national and international institutions the liber amicorum lucius caflisch covers different fields in
which judge caflisch has excelled in his various capacities as scholar representative of switzerland
in international conferences legal adviser of the swiss foreign affairs ministry counsel registrar
arbitrator and judge this collective work is divided into three main sections the first section
examines questions concerning human rights and international humanitarian law the second
section is devoted to the international law of spaces including matters regarding the law of the sea
international waterways antarctica and boundary and territorial issues the third section addresses
issues related to the peaceful settlement of disputes both generally and with regard to any
particular means of settlement the contributions are in both english and french
Engaging Community through Storytelling 2004-02-19 whether readers are planning a trip to bali
or just fantasizing about one journey through bali lombok makes for an unforgettable bali travel
guide containing more than 300 color photographs this breathtaking volume brings you from the
trendy beach of seminyak to the monkey forest at sangeh and the hot springs along lake batur to
the sunken wrecks off tulamben through stunning photographs readers climb lombok s
smoldering mt rinjani volcano and explore the nearby rustic gili islands and nusa lembongan
greenway was a longtime resident of bali and still considers it his spiritual home journey through
bali lombok capture the region s stunning natural landscapes and the lives and experiences of the
balinese people including their renowned religious festivals gamelan music and painting and craft
traditions for example an image of the cliff top temple of pura luhur ulu watu during a sunset
dance performance complete with hypnotic chanting and fire walking reveals intriguing aspects
of ancient balinese culture
Fighting Through to Kohima 2006-12-21 this fascinating selection of photographs traces some of
the many ways in which york s industries have changed and developed over the last century
Promoting Justice, Human Rights and Conflict Resolution through International Law / La
promotion de la justice, des droits de l’homme et du règlement des conflits par le droit
international 2016-04-05 dr kaplan identifies common asd symptoms such as hand flapping poor
eye contact and tantrums as typical responses to the confusion caused by vision disorder he also
explains the effects of difficulties that people with autism experience with ambient vision
including a lack of spatial awareness and trouble with coordination
Journey Through Bali & Lombok 2012-03-15 this book deconstructs isis s narrative in order to
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demonstrate how isis appropriates the past interprets the present and visualises the future for arab
muslims this project depends on the rhetorical analysis by taking all speeches written and
delivered by abu muhammad al adnani isis s media spokesman from 2011 until 2016 as a case study
isis s rhetoric shows that the group has been frozen in time and space it relies on opposite dualities
in managing the affairs of life and puts the laws of god against the laws of man as a belief to
establish the caliphate to do that it borrows heavily but selectively from the islāmic laws based on
the teachings of the qur ān and sunnah and imposes the past on the present to reach the utopia it
promises to establish the analysis aims to highlight the congruences if any between the view of
some people and the vision of isis in terms of the audience s interpretations of such extremist
ideology regarding the other sharīʿa caliphate and jihad the analysis acknowledges the intricate
and complex network that connects extremist ideas and ideologies with existing mainstream ideas
such as the anti shi ite sentiment the analysis demonstrates the need for developing a participatory
communicative space for dialogue among people and between people and other actors be it state
international organisations or civil society
York Industries Through Time 2006 forbidden knowledge has kept us subservient to flawed
human perceptions for centuries but the original creators are returning now to set the record
straight once and for all ever wonder what good isn t or how a single all knowing omnipotent
being could possibly exist in a universe as large as ours or maybe even how something as small as
you could ever come to mean anything to it even after you die well come join mr buronkers on
the journey of a lifetime for some answers after he chooses to take a ride with a group of rather
different visitors to his ranch it ain t going to be a bible thumper trip mind you but it still just
might change everything you presently perceive of as real life no matter how edgy cated you
think you are jim buronkers
Seeing Through New Eyes 2023-12-04 glassblower emmeline dowell has made a home for herself
among the artists of tucson s warehouse district between teaching her craft and selling her wares
she has plenty to do not to mention the occasional murder to put a crack in her routine with a
weakness for taking in strays from homeless dogs to extra students emmeline can t help
befriending the troubled newcomer allison mcbride but their friendship takes a dangerous turn
when allison s husband turns up dead in em s studio now emmeline is involved in a murder
investigation that reaches beyond the sunny southwest and when the killer acts again it s up to
her to pick up the shards of allison s life before it s too late
English Patents of Inventions, Specifications 2016-11-25
ISIS’s Ideological Project (Examining ISIS’s perception of religious texts through rhetorical
discourse analysis) 2008-03-04
High Roads Through Lowland
Through a Glass, Deadly
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